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Abstract
Alternative splicing is a critical event in pre-mRNA processing, contributing to the diversity in
isoform expression and influencing everything from cellular development to biophysical
properties and metabolism. In muscle in particular, alternative splice isoforms are implicated in
underlying differences in muscle function and facilitating muscle maturation, and defects in
splicing likely underly disorders such as myotonic dystrophy and dilated cardiomyopathy. The
flight muscles of Drosophila melanogaster are a useful model to both identify novel components
of the splicing machinery in muscle and determine their influence on muscle function and
development. Arrest, a homologue of the CELF family of splicing factors, was recently identified
to control flight muscle specific alternative splicing, allowing proper sarcomere growth and
function. Here I characterize 5 new CRISPR deletion alleles in the Aret locus, identifying a
possible novel role for a subset of Aret isoforms in controlling myosin function independent of
functions in sarcomere growth. I generate C-terminally tagged HA and V5 Aret alleles for future
biochemistry experiments. I additionally confirm the Aret sarcomere growth and
hypercontraction phenotypes in homozygous null mutants. Further, I perform Western Blot
analysis and identify female and male specific Aret isoforms expressed tissue-specifically in
ovary or testis. Excitingly, I also characterize sarcomere component localization and find that
both bent (Dm titin homolog) and myosin (Mhc) are localized in a more tubular pattern in Aret
knock-down flight muscle. This suggests that Aret may result in the formation of “mini-tubes”
and imply a switch to a tubular-like pattern of sarcomere growth and maturation in Aret mutant
muscle.
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Introduction
After transcription, before translation takes place in the cytoplasm, every newly synthesized
eukaryotic mRNA undergoes several steps of maturation. One critical event, called splicing,
involves the removal of intronic sequences from the nascent pre-mRNA and ligation of exons.
Splicing in eukaryotes involves a complex mechanism, comprising the joint function of
spliceosome components (U snRNPs or Snurps) and spliceosome-associated proteins [1]. The
spliceosome machinery not only needs to correctly identify the prominent splice sites, relying on
internal splicing signals on a pre-mRNA sequence, it also needs to correctly position its
components within an atomic distance range to enable the transesterification reaction. The
mechanism becomes even more complex when it comes to alternative splicing, the process
during which exons are either retained in the mRNA or targeted for removal in different
combinations to create a diverse array of mRNAs from a single pre-mRNA. This gives rise to
different protein isoforms in different tissues, developmental stages, or disease conditions. The
choice of splicing sites on a pre-mRNA transcript is determined through interactions with RNAbinding proteins acting as splice factors (SFs; [2]). As has been shown for sex-specific splicing
regulation in Drosophila, even one SF can act as a master regulator, controlling an entire chain of
specific alternative splicing events [2], [3].
Regulation of tissue-specific mRNA and protein isoforms through alternative splicing has been
documented in vertebrate muscle [4]. Mammalian skeletal muscle is composed of large, multinucleated cells called myofibers and can be classified as having slow (type 1, red muscle) or fast
(type 2, white muscle) fibers.Fiber diversity is created on the level of both gene expression and
alternative splicing, which create a unique fiber-type expression profil and allow for functional
diversity. For example, Troponin T (TnT) in mammals encodes cardiac, slow and fast TnT
isoforms. The fiber-type specific splicing of fast TnT enables the production of different isoforms
with varied Ca2+ sensitivity and thus influences on actomyosin interactions [5]. Another example
is muscle specific splicing of titin, a core component of sarcomere. The specification of heart
muscle induces a very different splicing pattern compared to skeletal muscle, facilitating the
different physiological properties between heart and skeletal striated muscle. Heart-specific
splicing of titin by RBM20 promotes exon skipping of the flexible PEVK exons, resulting in
shorter titin isoforms and increasing the stiffness of heart muscle [6]–[10]. The misregulation of
alternative splicing may have severe effects, as for example mutations in RBM20 affect the
length of titin's PEVK domain and are associated with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) [11].
Despite the contributions of alternative splicing to muscle development and disease, only a small
handful of AS factors have been identified and their mechanisms of action are poorly understood.
Drosophila melanogaster is an ideal model organism to study both alternative splicing and
muscle development. It has short generation times, is easily cultureable, has a broad array of
genetic tools and shows remarkable conservation with many vertebrate systems. Notably, the
muscles are highly conserved to the structure and function of individual proteins and many
important mechanistic insights into myosin function, mechanisms of contractility, mechanisms of
differentiation and insights into the cause of muscle diseases have been identified from
Drosophila.
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Drosophila possesses two functionally different types of body muscles. Tubular muscles in the
head, legs and thorax act similarly to vertebrate skeletal muscles, contracting synchronously upon
calcium release. In this type of muscles, myofibrils are laterally aligned, with the nuclei located
in the center of the tube. On the other hand, Drosophila's indirect flight muscles (IFMs) are
arranged differently to allow very fast oscillations and high power output, enabling flight [12].
They are composed of unfused, non-aligned myofibrils, with regularly spaced nuclei located
between the fibers. Asynchronous contractions of fibrillar muscles are enabled by the
combinatorial effect of calcium stimulation and stretch-dependent activation [13]–[15].
The differences between the muscle types arise developmentally based on transcriptome and
proteome diversity arising from differential gene expression and alternative splicing. As has been
shown by previous studies, Zn-finger transcriptional factor spalt major (salm) is necessary and
sufficient for induction of the fibrillar muscle fate [16]. Salm activates a dedicated genetic
network controlling flight muscle identity by inducing both expression of fibrillar specific genes
and fibrillar specific splicing [17]. Prominent among those targets is the RNA-binding protein
Arrest (Aret, Bruno), which has been shown to promote fibrillar exon inclusion and to inhibit the
use of tubular exons during IFM specific splicing [18].Arrest was first identified to have a
cytoplasmic function as a translational repressor of oskar mRNA during early embryogenesis in
Drosophila [19]–[22]. Thereafter, Aret has been suggested to have a similar function in
translational control of grk mRNA in the oocyte [21]. Only recently has it been proposed as a
prominent splice factor, controlling fibrillar muscle identity through regulation of IFM-specific
splicing of a very significant subset of sarcomeric genes [17]. Among its targets are Stretchin
(Strn-Mlck), Sls/Kettin, and WupA, which are incorporated into the growing sarcomeres during
myofiber maturation [18]. Aret is a Drosophila orthologue of the CELF protein family, sharing
the common structure composed of three evolutionary conserved RNA recognition motif (RRM)
domains and a unique linker region called the “divergent domain” between RRM2 and RRM3
[23]. CELF proteins can be found both in the nucleus and cytoplasm where they regulate multiple
aspects of gene expression, including pre-mRNA alternative splicing, RNA editing,
deadenylation, mRNA stability and translation. Their role in vertebrate alternative splicing during
cardiac development has been suggested by previous studies. It was shown that a developmental
increase in CELF protein accumulation in the heart correlates with adult patterns of splicing
prevailing over fetal patterns [24], [25].
Analysis of aret loss of function alleles in Drosophila (such as aretQB72 and aretPD41) showed that
loss of Aret does not affect viability, but results in female-sterility and a flightless phenotype
[18]. These results coincide with the suggested dual function of the protein in the germline
cytoplasm [19] and developing IFM nuclei [17], [18]. Previous studies also showed that Arrest is
indeed required for myofiber maturation and sarcomere growth happening after 48 h APF [18].
However, little is known about mechanistic aspects of Aret function, including the functional
importance of different aret isoforms, its potential interaction partners or the recognition
specificity of RRM domains during IFM specific splicing. This Master’s thesis explores new
genetic tools and foundational experiments to address these mechanistic questions.
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To achieve a deeper insight into the function of Aret as a SF in fibrillar muscles, we decided to
use the highly flexible two-step fly-genome engineering strategy originally introduced by Zhang
et.al. 2014 [26]. This strategy is based on the combination of CRISPR with recombinasemediated cassette exchange (RMCE) for targeted genome modification (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). In the
first step, a cassette containing a splice acceptor, an SV40 terminator and a 3xP3-dsRed eye
reporter flanked by attP sites is integrated at a precise genomic position using the CRISPR/Cas9
system. This enables both the efficient identification of the targeted event and the generation of a
strong loss of function allele. During the second step, the flanking attP sites are used to replace
the inserted cassette with any DNA of choice using RMCE technology, which is already well
established in Drosophila [27].
When I started my project, five Step I CRISPR-mediated Arrest deletion fly lines had been
generated (Spletter and Schnorrer, unpublished data), each targeting distinct regulatory regions of
the Arrest locus (Fig. 2). Deletions 1 and 2 (further referred to as M1 and M2) are relatively
large, removing both the RRM2 and RRM3 domains as well as the “divergent domain” that
separates them. Deletion 3 (M3) takes out part of RRM3 as well as the 3'UTR. The M1M3deletions are expected to affect all of the aret isoforms. Deletions 4 and 5 (M4 and M5) are
much shorter and target the protein region prior to RRM1 that has been suggested to be required
for Arrest dimerization [28], [29].
This Master’s thesis comprises three main aims:
(1) The verification and characterization of Arrest mutants M1-M5 generated as Step I
CRISPR alleles.
(2) Cloning of Step II constructs containing a C-terminal epitope tag and generation of
transgenic epitope-tagged flies using the ФC31/RMCE strategy.
(3) Investigation of the Aret phenotype and Aret’s mechanism of actionon the protein and
genetic level with Western blotting and immunohistochemistry.
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Figure 1. Overview of the two-step CRISPR/RMCE-based strategy for fly
genome engineering with potential modifications. [ © Zhang et.al 2014, p.
2412]

Figure 2. Representation of aret isoforms and regions deleted by Step I
CRISPR-mediated strategy. [Spletter and Schnorrer, unpublished data]
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Results
Part 1. Verification and characterization of five distinct CRISPR-mediated Aret
deletions
The first aim of this thesis was to verify and phenotypically characterize five previously
generated CRISPR-mediated Arrest deletions, M1-M5. Several approaches were used to achieve
this, including (1) verification of the correct Step I cassette insertion location by sequencing and
characterization of founder lines through (2) a viability assay, (3) a fertility test, (4) a flight test
and (5) immunostainings for Aret and actin at different developmental time points. Furthermore,
by crossing Aret mutants to an aret deficiency allele (BL24911), we obtained transheterozygous
flies that were also analyzed by flight tests and immunostainings to confirm the specificity of the
mutant phenotype. Through the verification of the Step I flies, we aimed to both gain a deeper
insight into the Aret phenotype as well as to form a basis for the insertion of Step II constructs.

1.1: Verification of Step I insertion location by PCR and sequencing
Stable stocks generated from at least one independent founder line for each Step I deletion were
tested for correct localization of the DsRed cassette and absence of ends-in insertion by PCR
amplification, followed by sequencing of the amplified band (Fig. 3). It was essential to verify
the integrity of the Step I fly lines for any of the further experiments. During insertion of the Step
I cassette, there is a risk of genomic abnormalities or off-target effects that could affect Step II
cassette exchange or lead to misinterpretation of the phenotype. Full insertion of the donor vector
(i.e. an ends-in insertion) may also lead to phenotypic variations and can considerably reduce the
chances for successful Step II cassette exchange.
To identify the optimal Step I fly lines, two sets of specific primers were used. The first primer
was designed to bind on the corresponding homology arm (HA) (Fig. 3A) and the second primer
was designed to bind on the genomic region outside of the expected insertion site (Fig. 3B). Note
that some of the deletions start or end on exactly the same base pair, consequently sharing the
same homology arms (Fig. 3D). For the "ends-in test", we selected primers giving a positivenegative response (Fig. 3C). After several rounds of sequencing, we were able to verify 7 correct
fly lines (Fig. 3E, full list of primers used for verification can be found in Supplement Table 2).
Although the presence of the cassette was confirmed for each line by primers on the homology
arm, not all insertions proved to be precisely correct. Namely, M3 founder 1-3 contained a full
backbone insertion (i.e. was ends-in), while amplification of the region downstream of the right
homology arm of M1 line failed in all lines derived from two independent founders. A further
PCR amplification within the deleted region of M1 gave a positive band, confirming that aret
was not deleted in M1 mutants (data not shown). This suggests that potentially only one of the
sgRNAs used to generate M1 cut efficiently, somehow resulting in an insertion of the Step I
cassette into the Aret locus without deletion of the targeted native sequence. Furthermore, M5
line was confirmed by sequencing (Fig. 3E), but showed adult lethality, unexpected for aret
mutant. Due to this, we decided to reinject Step I constructs 1 and 5 into Act5C-Cas9, lig4 flies.
Each new injection gave of 1 founder line that remains to be confirmed and analyzed for
consistency of mutant phenotype in follow-up studies.
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Figure 3. Verification of Step I construct insertion via sequencing
A. Schematic of the Step I cassette. Primer sets used for initial verification are indicated.
B. Schematic of the Step I cassette illustrating primer sets used for final verification and sequencing.
C. Schematic representation of the Step I insertion vector depicting primers used for the "ends-in" test.
D. List of Step I deletions with corresponding homology arms. Color coding corresponds to primer
text color in other figure panels. The first two letters of the homology arm abbreviation indicate
location on the aret locus (C- or N- terminal), while the last two symbols refer to the order within a
region (i.e. the first (C1) or second (C2) C-terminal homology arm (HA)). Note that some of the
deletions share the same HA.
E. List of confirmed founders for each Step I deletion. Results are based on sequencing data.

1.2. Viability assay for verification of Step I Aret deletion mutants
To assay whether the deletion mutants were truly viable and corresponded to predicted
Mendelian ratios, a "viability test" was conducted. We aimed to determine how the absence of
Arrest impacted survival rates, if at all, and to see how homozygous mutant animals performed in
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a population. The test was performed as follows: heterozygous crosses were conducted for each
deletion (M1-M5)line (AretMx/CyO x AretMx/CyO) and the resulting F1 progeny were counted
and analyzed by the chi-squared statistic and corresponding p-value for significance. Taking into
account that CyO/CyO is lethal, the expected Mendelian ratios for the cross were 2
(AretMx/CyO):1 (AretMx/AretMx). Accordingly, the expected value of completely viable
homozygotes was estimated at 33.3% of the total fly count. From Table 1, we can conclude that
homozygous mutants are semi-viable, as most of them, except lines M1 and M4, deviate
significantly from predicted ratios. Thus, it can be suggested that the absence of Arrest or
possibly the presence of the DsRed cassette may have a slightly negative effect on the survival of
the flies. Nevertheless, it would be useful to perform the viability test on a higher number of F1
flies, to avoid potential statistical errors due to small sample size. Moreover, both the M3 3-1 and
M5 1-4 lines appeared to be homozygous lethal, but as lethality is rescued when crossed to the
deficiency, both lines appear to have a randomly occurring second site hit from off-target
CRISPR sgRNA cuts in Step I, as discussed below.

Deletion

Total fly
number

DsRed/CyO

DsRed/DsRed

M1 2-3
M1 4-3
M2 23
M3 1-3
M3 3-1*
M4 1-2
M5 1-4*

110
131
137
590
130
57
102

78
101
103
445
130
45
101

32
30
34
145
0
12
1

Chisquare
Test
0.76025
6.01784
4.14167
18.9353
64.02985
3.67004
47.16719

P-value
(p< 0.05)
0.383266
0.014162
0.041842
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.0554
< 0.0001

Table 1. Results of viability assay for Step I fly lines.
Table shows the number of observed flies of a specific genotype for each
deletion line tested. Chi-square statistic and p-value are shown. P-values listed
in blue deviate significantly from Mendelian ratios, while those depicted in red
do not differ significantly from the predicted values. (P-value < 0.05)

1.3: Fertility test to assay for known gametogenesis defects in new Step I Aret
deletion alleles
Previous studies showed that aret mutants have gametogenesis defects in males and females [30],
[31], making the fertility test particularly useful for Step I fly characterization. Sterility would
serve as a good indication of an absence of functional ovarian or testis Aret protein isoforms. A
fertility test was performed by crossing male or female homozygous mutants (AretMx/AretMx)
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with w- flies of opposite gender (Table 2). The M2, M3 and M4 lines were completely sterile, in
agreement with previous data and confirming the loss of Aret function in those deletions [18].
Notably, all stocks derived from the M1 founders were fertile and their progeny were viable.
Together with the sequencing results, this strongly indicates a problem with the M1 line and
confirms a failure in the deletion of Arrest in those flies. The M3 3-1 and M5 1-4 lines were
excluded from the analysis due to their lethality. These lines can be tested in the fertility test in
the future after the second-site mutation has been recombined off of the targeted chromosome.

Table 2. Results of Fertility Test in Step I fly lines.
Table shows the summarized results for fertility for each line tested. Each cross was
repeated twice. Lines highlighted in red could not be tested due to adult lethality.

1.4: Flight test to assay Aret function in indirect flight muscles
In addition to its function in early gametogenesis, Arrest is required for flight muscle–specific
splicing in Drosophila [17]. Arrest mutant muscle shows defects both in maturation and growth
of the sarcomere, as well as a hypercontraction phenotype resulting in loss of IFM fibers in
adults, resulting in a complete loss of flight capability [18]. Therefore, we conducted a flight test
to prove the loss of Aret function in IFMs of Step I fly lines. Adult homozygous male flies were
collected and recovered overnight, then transferred to a flight test cylinder. The cylinder was
divided into 5 regions and flies were scored based on which region they landed in. The bottom
two regions were considered flightless, while the top regions indicated flight capability.
As expected based on the preceding sequencing, fertility and viability assays, M2, M3 and M4
homozygous mutants, for which the deletion was verified by sequencing, were completely
flightless (Fig. 4). The M1 line was able to fly, although the performance was slightly reduced
compared to wild-type. This is in agreement with results above suggesting Aret is not deleted in
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M1. Once again, it was not possible to conduct a flight test for the M3 3-1 and M5 1-4 lines that
displayed lethality.
In addition to testing homozygous mutant flies, we tested trans-heterozygous combinations of
Step I mutants over the Df(2L)BSC407 allele (Bloomington number BL24911) to show our
deletions and associated phenotypes are due to specific targeting of Arrest. Lines M2, M3 and
M4 were flightless over the deficiency, confirming specific deletion of Aret in those alleles. Line
M1 over the deficiency could fly, in agreement with above results that Arrest is not deleted in this
line. Interestingly, the adult lethality of the M5 1-4 and M3 3-1 lines were rescued by the cross to
Df allele, indicating that the lethality is due to a second site hit. The resulting viable adults were
80% flightless in the case of M5 1-4. These results may be especially interesting considering the
region affected by the deletion. Nonetheless, it will be necessary to recombine off the second-site
lethal mutations before reaching any phenotypic conclusions.

Figure 4. Results of Flight Test in Step I fly lines.
Flight ability by genotype, as listed. Red bars indicate flightlessness, while green bars
indicate percent of flies that can fly. N= >50 for AretMx/AretMx and>15 for AretMx/Df. M3 31 and M5 1-4 are lethal. Only homozygous males were assayed.
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1.5: Recombination to remove the second site hit mutation causing lethality of
line M3 3-1.
As mentioned above, we obtained two independent founders for the M3 deletion allele: M3 1-3
and M3 3-1. Both were verified for the correct DsRed cassette insertion. Unfortunately, the M3
1-3 line, although it showed the predicted aret mutant phenotype, contained an ends-in insertion,
while the M3 3-1 line contains a homozygous lethal second-site mutation. This homozygous
lethality makes it impossible to complete analysis of the fly line and could complicate
interpretation of subsequent Step II alleles made with this line. Interestingly, from the cross of
M3 3-1 to the deficiency line Df(2L)BSC407, we were able to get viable and flightless
homozygotes (data not shown).This suggested that the lethality of the M3 3-1 line was coming
from a second site hit on the same chromosome as the aret locus. Hence, we decided to clean-up
the allele by recombining it back to w- and screening for viable fly lines, because the M3 3-1 line
was not ends-in making it more convenient for subsequential Step II construct injections.
Following the crossing scheme (Fig. 5B-C), we were able to get 5 lines with viable, DsRed
positive homozygous flies. The genetic distance between Aret and the second site hit, based on
the number of recombinants, was calculated at 5.2 centimorgans (cM), which agrees with
predicted recombination rates on the 2ndchromosomearm (3.23 cM/Mbp - 7.62 cM/Mbp, [32]).
Taking that into consideration, the second site hit was presumably located within a 1-2 Mbp
region on the left arm of the second chromosome (Fig. 5A). The aret mutant phenotype was
confirmed in two distinct lines: M3 3-1 11 and M3 3-1 32 (Fig. 5D-F), that were indeed viable,
sterile and flightless
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Figure 5. Lethality of M3 3-1 line comes from a second site hit on chromosome 2L.
A. Schematic representation of the second site hit location and outcomes of its presence on the
chromosome. Native chromosome carrying the construct depicted in blue, balancer chromosome
depicted in green.
B. Crossing scheme for recombining off the second site hit.
C. Results of the recombinants cross.
D. -F Confirmation experiments on rescued M3 3-1 lines, showing the M3 3-1 allele to be viable (D),
sterile (E) and flightless (F).
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1.6: Investigation of aret mutant phenotype in Step I fly lines by
immunostaining.
A notable characteristic of aret mutants is their flightlessness, implying severe alterations in
muscle organization. IFM muscle fibers in aret mutant adult flies stretch and tend to rupture close
to their thoracic attachment sites, subsequently leading to muscle degeneration [18]. We decided
to perform an immunostaining analysis of Step I deletion fly lines to confirm the loss of Aret
from the nuclei of mutant IFMs and to compare the phenotype of Step I deletion mutants to aret
loss of function alleles and aret RNAi-induced knockdown. As Step I cassettes targeted different
combinations of regulatory and coding regions on the aret locus, we might expect the existence
of phenotypic variability between the mutant lines that may help to define the distinct splicespecific function of isoforms defined by each domain.
Immunostainings for Aret were performed at 90h after puparium formation (APF) and in 1-day
old adults. Aret was previously shown to be almost entirely translocated to the nucleus by 72h
APF, which coincides with the time when IFM sarcomere maturation occurs [18], [33]. By 90h
APF, the fibrillar muscles are almost completely mature but the fly has not yet eclosed and
regularly used the IFMs, making this particular time point ideal for phenotypic observation of
myofibril growth and sarcomere organization. On the other hand, 1d adult stainings allow
observation of phenotype progression in actively used IFMs, for example to observe
hypercontraction. We used the w-fly line as a wildtype control and a transheterozygous
combination of loss of function alleles aretQB72/aretWH53 as a phenotype positive control.
Comparison of Step I M1-M4 lines to control mutants was important to confirm if our new aret
alleles phenocopy existing mutant phenotypes. Both existing aret alleles derived from EMS
screens [31]. aretQB72 carries a nonsense codon upstream of the third RNA-binding domain, while
the nature of aretWH53 has not been characterized. Additionally, we performed RNAi knockdown
of Aret with Mef2-GAL4 driving the GD41568 hairpin from the Vienna collection.
The IFMs of wildtype flies are composed of six dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs) and six
dorsal ventral muscles that are attached to the thoracic exoskeleton (Fig. 6A-A`, Fig. 7A-A`). At
90h APF, a slight curvature of the IFM fibers is considered normal. By contrast, some fibers in
trans-heterozygous aretQB72/aretWH53 mutants already looked thinner and pulled at 90h APF (Fig.
6B-B`) and were severely disrupted and even ruptured soon after eclosion (Fig. 7B-B`). Similar
results were obtained for Aret-IR knockdown flies, with fibers starting to be visibly pulled from
the anterior site already at 90h APF (Fig. 6C-C`, tension sites indicated with white arrow heads)
and all fibers showing severe hypercontraction and rupturing in 1d adults (Fig. 7C-C`). In both
cases, the disruption in IFM organization was apparent and the width of the fibers varied
considerably within and between the six fibers.
We also examined the fiber phenotype of M1-M5 mutant hemithoraces at 90h APF and in 1d
adults. The phenotype of the M2 23 and M3 1-3 deletion mutants matched that observed in
mutant controls. At 90h APF, IFM fibers looked strained but mostly remained attached to the
thorax (Fig. 6E-F`). In 1 day adults, the fibers were pulled from the attachment sites and the
majority of analyzed M2 and M3 mutant thoraxes displayed the formation of round bundles of
muscle fiber due to fiber rupture (Fig. 7C-D`). We also confirmed the phenotype of the M3 3-1
mutant in 1d adults after recombination to remove the second site hit (Fig. 7E-E`). IFM fibers
showed the canonical pulling and rupturing observed in other Aret mutants. We do observe some
degree of variability in the severity of IFM fiber degeneration in 1d adults, which presumably
correlates with the degree of hypercontraction or the time of active IFM usage. By examining 3
or 5-day old adults, we would be able to confirm that all flies show fiber rupture and
17

degeneration. Based on comparison with previous data, we conclude that deletions M2 and M3
are bona fide aret loss-of-function alleles resulting in hypercontraction and fiber loss in adults.
M4 1-2 mutant flies, which have a deletion affecting the promoter and first exon of only a subset
of mid-length isoforms, had a different phenotype than other Aret mutants. At 90h APF, IFM
fibers were considerably thinner than in the wild-type, but the fibers showed no sign of pulling or
rupture (Fig. 6G-G`). In 1d adults, IFMs did detach from the posterior thorax (Fig. 7F-F`), but
fibers were more organized as compared to M2 and M3 mutant lines and the IFM fibers did not
appear to be overstretched.
We were not able to analyze the M5 fiber phenotype due to the second site lethal mutation. In M1
2-3 mutant flies, the fibers appeared completely wild-type at 90h APF (Fig. 6D-D`) and in 1d
adults (data not shown). Additionally, Aret signal was detected in IFM nuclei (Fig. 8D, indicated
by red arrows), confirming Aret presence in the line. This data confirms the above data, requiring
us to reinject the Step1 donor construct and potentially identify a new sgRNA to generate the
desired M1 deletion allele.
Following our observation of the IFM fibers, we analyzed the myofibrillar structure of Step I
mutant myofibrils at 100x to look for sarcomere and myofiber defects. We aimed to confirm the
absence of Aret signal in the nuclei and determine if each deletion replicated the alterations in
sarcomeric length that have been reported previously [18].To investigate the real quantitative
difference between mutant and wild-type sarcomeres, we applied a newly developed semiautomated script in Fiji (Image J) written by Giovanni Cardone for sarcomere length and width
determination. The software uses a Fourier analysis to estimate the repeat length along the
myofibril (i.e. sarcomere length) based on their periodic structure. The plug-in was run on 90h
APF myofibrils, as progressive degeneration of in young adults makes it impossible to score the
sarcomere parameters.
IFM myofibrils of wild type flies are fibrillar, meaning they are not laterally aligned and the
nuclei are regularly spaced between the fibrils. As can be seen from Figure 8A, the nuclei of the
wild-type control are regularly spaced between the fibrils and stain positive for Aret. By 90h
APF, wild-type sarcomeres have reached the length of 2.93 μm (SD= 0.22). Sarcomere growth
starts at 48h APF (2.06 μm (SD=0.08)) reaching 2.35 μm (SD= 0.10) at 56h APF. By 72h APF,
sarcomeres are already 2.83 μm long (SD= 0.17) and continue to grow slowly until 90h reaching
2.93 μm (SD=0.22). After eclosion, sarcomeres elongate even further, reaching a length of 3.24
μm in 1d adults (SD=0.24). Similarly, the sarcomere width changes considerably between 48h
and 60h APF (from 0.43 μm to 0.63 μm) and between 72h and 80h APF (from 0.78 μm to 0.92
μm). At 90h APF, myofibrils reach 0.90 μm (SD= 0.008) in width. (Time-course data generously
provided by M. Spletter, unpublished data).
We next examined the detailed phenotype of Aret mutants M2 and M3 and aretQB72/aretWH53, as
well as aret-IR control lines. We first confirmed that Aret staining was lost in the nuclei of M2
and M3 mutants IFMs as well as in aret-IR (Fig. 8C,E, F; Fig. 9C-E). Surprisingly, Aret signal
was detected in transheterozygous aretQB72/aretWH53mutants. This signal is either from high
background noise or if real, may suggest the potential existence of a truncated aret isoform in
those flies (Fig. 8B, Fig. 9B). Next, we examined myofibril structure. In general, the length of
sarcomeres in the mutants was indeed shorter than the wild-type control (Fig. 11, Table 3). At
90h APF, the sarcomere length of M2 was 2.29 μM, while the observed sarcomere length in M3
was 1.90 μM. Transheterozygous aretQB72/aretWH53 mutants appeared to have somewhat longer
sarcomeres (2.44 μm) than aret-IR (2.17 μm). Note that a length of ~2.4 μm is normally reached
at around 60h APF. Although M3 1-3 sarcomeres seemed to be slightly shorter compared to other
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mutants, the measurements for M2, M3 and aret-IR mutants coincide with the predicted wildtype sarcomeric length in between 48h and 56h APF. Interestingly, that is exactly the time when
Aret translocates to the nucleus.
Additionally, we observed strong myofibril phenotypes. The fibrils had a tendency to fuse
together and split apart along the myofibril length, resulting in a "wave-like" pattern already at
90h APF (Fig. 8C-F). By observation of young adult IFM fibrils, we conclude that active usage
of IFM fibrils after eclosion led to amplification of the mutant phenotype, resulting in a gradual
degradation of sarcomeric pattern, the formation of round bundles on the level of myofibrils and
an increase in fibrillar fusion (Fig. 9B-E). These conclusions are supported by an increase in
myofibril width observed in the mutants (Table 4). We measured a width of 1.30 μM at 90h APF
for line M2 23 and a width of 1.32 μM at 90h APF for line M3 1-3, while the width of aret-IR
flies was 1.29 μm at 90h APF. In some cases, fibrils were wide enough to contain two to four
wild-type thickness fibrils. Additionally, sarcomeres of aretQB72/aretWH53 appeared to be slightly
thinner (1.08 μm) at 90h APF, compared to other mutants. The fibril fusion was especially
obvious in M3 1-3 mutants (Fig. 8F, Fig. 11D), where the myofibrillar pattern was reminiscent of
tubular muscle with its aligned sarcomeres. Combined with cross-section data showing hollow
myofibrils and hook-like structures (M. Spletter and F. Schnorrer, unpublished data), we suggest
that some kind of "mini-tubes" may be formed in aret mutants lacking the RRM3 domain.
Additionally, we noted that the nuclei in Aret mutants appeared to be shifted closer together
rather than regularly spaced. We would need to examine more hemithoraxes and quantify nuclear
organization to confirm this phenotype in M2 and M3 mutants. Taken together, the sarcomere
length and width of aret-IR, M2 and M3 mutants was comparable, indicating the reliability of the
results.
The phenotype of M4 1-2 mutants was considerably different. Aret staining in IFM nuclei
appeared to be positive (Fig. 8G, indicated by red arrows). This may indicate that short and long
isoforms of Aret are still present, as the mutation should only affect mid-length isoforms.
Additionally, myofibrils appeared much less affected than in M2 and M3 mutants, as the
myofibrils were individually aligned and showed no sign of "mini-tubes" formation. The
myofibrils of the M4 1-2 mutant were 0.79 μM in width, with a length of 2.83 μM at 90h APF
that differed insignificantly from WT samples (Table 3, 4). Interestingly, these numbers
correlated precisely with sarcomere parameters in wild-type flies at 72h APF, suggesting that M4
Step I deletion arrests sarcomeric growth around 72h APF. Moreover, after eclosion M4
sarcomeres progressively get shorter and thicker (Fig. 11G, Table 5), with 2.64 μM long and 1.17
μM think sarcomeres at 1d and 2.56 μM long and 1.20 μM thick sarcomeres in 3d adults,
indicating that M4 mutant sarcomeres still undergo hypercontraction. We also confirmed the
specificity of the mutant phenotype for M2, M3 and M4 by immunostaining of IFMs from
transheterozygous AretMX/Df(2L)BSC407 flies in 1 day adults (Fig. 10). The examined
transheterozygotes gave the same mutant phenotype both for IFM fibers and myofibrillar
organization observed with homozygous mutant flies.
These results can be interpreted based on the location of the Step I M4 cassette insertion. The
deleted N-terminal regulatory region located upstream of RRM1 does not affect all aret isoforms.
It clearly should not affect the short isoform D (Fig. 2), and there is also a possibility that long
aret isoforms are capable of splicing over the deleted region. This might mean that some
isoforms may still be present in the IFMs of the M4 mutant line, and potentially could partially
compensate for the loss of other isoforms. Our data suggest that the mid-length isoforms may
contribute more minimally to sarcomere development, but are required for proper splicing
necessary for correct myosin function. Nevertheless, the minimal knowledge about IFM-specific
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aret isoforms and their potential splice targets prevents us from drawing any strong conclusions
without further experiments.
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Figure 6. IFM fiber phenotypes at90h APF
Hemithoraxes from wt control (A-A`), aret mutant
controls (B-C`) and Step I mutant lines (D-G`). IFM
fibers in Mef2Gal4 x w- flies display a wild-type
phenotype (A-A`). Fibers are pulled apart in
transheterozygousaretQB72/aretWH53 flies (B-B`) and
the M2 23 Step I line (E-E`), or even ruptures close
to attachment sites as in Mef2Gal4 xaret-IR flies (CC`) and M3 1-3 Step I line (F-F`). IFM fibers of M1
2-3 Step I line do not display a mutant phenotype
and look wild type (D-D`). Thinner but unruptured
fibers are detected in M4 1-2 Step I line
hemithoraces (G-G`). White arrows indicate
stretched fibers, presumably due to hypercontraction.
Scale bars are 100 μm.
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Figure 7. IFM fiber phenotypes
in1 day adult hemithoraxes
Hemithoraxes from wild-type (AA`), aret mutant controls (B-B`) and
Step I Deletion flies (C-F, C`-F`).
Note the pulling and rupture of IFM
fibers upon aret removal (B`-F`,
white arrow heads). Scale bars are
100 μm.
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Figure 8. Detailed IFM myofibril phenotypes at 90h APF.
Wild-type (A), aret mutant controls (B,C) and Step I Deletion fly lines (D-G) are illustrated.
Myofibrillar fusion is detected in flies missing Aret expression (B-C, E-G, red boxes). "Mini-tubes"
formation appears more severe in the M3 1-3 Step I line (F). Aret staining could be detected in M1 2-3
and M4 1-2 Step I flies (D-G, red arrow heads). Scale bars are 5 μm.
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Figure 9. IFM myofibril detailed phenotypes in 1-day adults.
Wild-type (A), mutant control (B) and Step I Deletion fly lines (C-F). Complete degeneration of IFM
myofibrils is observed in aretQB72/aretWH53mutants (B), M2 23 (C), M3 1-3 (D) and M3 3-1 (E) Step I
lines. Positive Aret signal is detected in the nuclei of aretQB72/aretWH53mutants and the M4 1-2 Step I
line (B, F, red arrow heads). Note that sarcomeres of the M4 1-2 appear considerably shorter than the
other mutants (F). Scale bars are 5 μm.
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Figure 10. Fiber and myofibril phenotypes of transheterozygous Aret mutant flies in 1d adults.
Hemithoraces of 1-day adult Aret_M2 23/Df(2L)BSC407 (A-A`) and Aret_M3 1-3/Df(2L)BSC407 (CC`) flies and their IFM myofibrils (B-B```, D-D```). IFM fibers rupture close to attachment sites (A`,
C`, white arrow heads). Myofibrils show fusion and loss of sarcomeres (B-B`, D-D`). No Aret staining
is detected (B``-B```, D``-D```). Scale bars are 5 μm.
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Figure 11. Comparison of sarcomeric structure in Step I deletion flies.
Wild-type control (A-A`), aret-IR control (B-B`) and M2-M4 Step I lines (C-E`) IFMs at
90h APF. M4 1-2 line represented at three developmental points: at 90h APF, in newlyeclosed adults (F-F`) and in 3 day old adults (G-G`). Scale bars are 5 μm.
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Table 3. Estimation of sarcomere
length in Step I mutants and
control lines at 90h APF.

Table 4. Estimation of sarcomere
width in Step I mutants and
control lines at 90h APF.
Step I deletion mutants and aret
mutant controls were compared to
WT sample for identification of
difference among the means by
ANOVA test. The difference in
sarcomeric width between WT and
Aret-IR, M2 23 and M3 1-3 is
statistically significant (as indicated
by asterisks). Difference among the
means of WT, aretQB72/aretWH53 and
M4 1-2 is not significant.
Table below indicates the number
of flies and cropses measured by
Giovanni stript in Fiji.
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Table 5. Estimation of sarcomere length and width in Step I M4 mutants at
different developmental stages.
A. Sarcomere length was estimated at 90h APF, 1d and 3d adult flies. The
graphic indicates that the difference between 90h APF and 3d APF is
significant based on ANOVA predictions.
B. Sacromere width was estimated at 90h APF, 1d and 3d adult flies. The
difference between the 90h APF and 1d adults and between 90h APF and 3d
adults is highly significant.
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Part 2. Positioning of the epitope tag on Aret to build RMCE-ready Step II
constructs.
The second aim of the study was to clone an epitope tag on the protein in a donor vector to allow
RMCE-tagging of the protein at the endogenous locus. This strategy, if successful, can open
many new possibilities for the investigation of Aret function and localization. It remains to be
determined whether Aret controls all fiber-specific splicing events directly or influences some
events through alternatively spliced SF proxies, and the direct binding sequences of Aret for
splicing are unknown. Biochemical approaches, such as IP-mass spec, can potentially give insight
into the interaction partners of Aret while RIP-Seq can give insight into which sequences are
bound by Aret to regulate splicing. These approaches would be greatly facilitated by an
endogenously epitope-tagged protein.
The Aret locus codes for many protein isoforms that can be separated into 3 larger groups: the
long (G/B/K/J/H/I), the mid-length (A/ E/ F) and the short (D) isoforms (Fig. 18). We carefully
considered where to place the epitope tag to minimize any affect on protein functionality in vivo,
as well as to universally tag aret isoforms. We decided on a C-terminal tag, directly after the 3rd
RRM followed by the stop codon and the native 3’UTR. Step II constructs with both HA and V5
tags were designed, as well as a wild-type control construct without a tag. To generate an
endogenously tagged fly line, we chose the Step I M3 line as it was not only universal for all aret
isoforms (Fig. 13A), but also deleted a considerably shorter region as compared to the M1 and
M2 deletions (Fig. 2), making the construct design easier. Considering that Aret, like most of the
CELF protein members, forms a complex structural fold to interact with targeted RNA sequences
[34], we decided to fuse the tag via a linker domain that may provide enough flexibility to not
disrupt the folding of RRM3. A schematic representation of Step I and Step II constructs
integrated into the fly genome of the M3 mutant is presented in Figure 13.
The region deleted by insertion of the Step I M3 construct contains part of RRM3 followed by the
stop codon and the 3'UTR. Interestingly, based on mRNA-Seq data, the 3’UTR also contains
spliced introns (M. Spletter and F. Schnorrer, unpublished data). To retain this complex, native
structure, we decided to use a standard 3-piece ligation approach for the Step II construct design.
We split the Aret region into two pieces (a “Left-Exons” and “Right-Exons” region) with the tag
inserted between and ligated this into the Step II RMCE vector.
The first Aret piece contains the “Left-Exons” region (including exons 18, 19, 20 and 21 which
cover part of RRM3) connected to the tag via the linker domain (Fig. 14A). The genome region
containing the exons was PCR amplified from the Act5C>>Cas9, lig4 flies used to generate the
Step I insertion, to minimize SNPs and genomic variation. The linker-tag sequence was ordered
as an oligo from Eurofins Genomics. The two parts were connected via overlap PCR. Using
specially designed primers, overhangs containing BsaI restriction enzyme (RE) sites were added
to the 5` and 3` ends using extension PCR. This strategy allowed us to generate a backbone
compatible end on the 5`-end and a 4 bp overhang on 3`-end that matched the “Right-Exons”
region.
The second piece, the “Right-Exons” region, contains exons 22-24 and is relatively long (3160
bp). Its assembly required several steps, as shown in Figure 15. We tested several strategies to
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clone the region as it was not possible to PCR amplify the genomic region in its entirety. Here I
summarize the final strategy that generated the desired construct. We were able to amplify the
“Right-Exons” region without matching overhangs from w- flies with primers 314 & 315 (Fig. 14
B). Next, we created 4 bp TAGA overhang using extension PCR (primers: 299 & 320), allowing
complementarity with the 3`-overhang on the “Left-Exons” region. The amplified region was
subcloned into pJet, taking the advantage of available NotI and BstBI restriction sites (Fig. 15).
Finally, a second overhang containing BsmBI RE site was added on the 3`-end allowing ligation
to the backbone through a HindIII site (Fig. 14B, primers 299 & 317).
Overall, three Step II constructs containing an HA or V5 tag or the wild-type (untagged) Aret
sequence were generated. It was of particular interest to recombine the WT region back into Step
I flies as a control to verify that the attR “scar” sites remaining in the genome sequence in the
modified fly did not affect transcription or splicing in vivo. In the cloning strategy, both Type II
and Type IIS restriction enzymes were used, providing the necessary directionality. Prior to
injection into the Step I M3 line, the completed constructs were confirmed by restriction enzyme
digest (Fig. 16A) and sequencing (Fig. 16B).
Due to the second-site lethal mutation in M3 3-1, injections for Step II constructs were initially
performed in the M3 1-3 line. Thus, we need to take into consideration that M3 1-3 is ends-in
positive, meaning that in addition to the DsRed cassette, the whole vector backbone was inserted
into the fly genome (Fig. 17B). In this case, recombination with a Step II construct could lead to
three possible exchange variants, including the optimal outcome: generation of a DsRed negative,
ends-in free fly line. As can been seen from the injection table (Fig. 17A), we obtained only 2
DsRed negative founder lines for the V5-tag construct. Unluckily, as was confirmed by
verification PCR, the combination of Exchange 1 and 2 took place in those lines (Fig. 17C),
leading to retention of the backbone sequence.
To increase the probability of successful recombination, we wanted to inject into a line that was
not ends-in. Therefore, we recombined the lethal mutation away from line M3 3-1. The Step II
constructs were subsequently injected into this clean M3 3-1 line. As this thesis was being
submitted, we obtained 6 founder lines for the HA-tagged construct and 2 founder lines for the
V5-tagged construct. Unfortunately, we did not obtain founders for the WT control construct.
This construct will be reinjected, and all lines remain to be verified and phenotypically
characterized.
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Figure 13. Localization of the epitope tag on the C-terminal end of the Arrest protein
using the Step I Deletion 3 mutant.
A. Schematic representation of aret isoforms. The region deleted by M3
construct insertion is boxed in red. [modified from Spletter et.al., 2014.]
B. Localization of the Step I DsRed cassette in the fly genome of M3 mutants.
C. Localization of the Step II cassette containing the tag in the fly genome after
recombination.
Note: the black asterisk on a sequence indicates the stop codon.
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Figure 14. A canonical 3-pieceligation cloning strategy for epitope tag

positioning.
A. “Left Exons” piece connected via a flexible linker to the tag constitutes the first
insert. BsaI RE sites were generated on both ends to provide overhangs
compatible with backbone on the 5'-end and with the second insert on the 3'-end.
B. “Right exons” piece was generated by several steps. Primers 299 and 317 created
overhangs containing BsmBI RE sites, allowing ligation to the “Left Exons”
insert on the 5'-end and the backbone on the 3'-end.
C. The standard pBS-KS vector was used as a backbone. The ligation reaction was
performed at a 1:3:3 ratio.
The cutting sites for all restriction enzymes used are indicated. Primers used in this
approach are listed in Supplement’s Table 2.
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Figure 15. Flow-diagram of troubleshooting during Step II construct design.
The final Step II constructs were obtained by several steps. Intermediate pieces were cloned into pJet.
Several approaches did not result in desired products, requiring alternative strategies to obtain the desired
product.
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Figure 16. Confirmation of Step II construct integrity.
A. Restriction enzyme digest of HA and V5 final Step II constructs shows the expected 3band pattern. Arrows indicate clones verified by sequencing.
B. Schematic representation of Left-Exon region with V5 or HA tags. Sequence integrity was
confirmed by PCR and sequencing.
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Figure 17. Injection list and schematic representation of ends-in line recombination with Step II
construct.
A. Step I constructs with appropriate sgRNAs were co-injected into Act5C>>Cas9, lig4 flies. Step
II constructs and Vasa plasmids, carrying φC31 integrase, were coinjected to the M3 1-3 and
M3 3-1 fly lines at the concentration of 200ng/μl.
B. The integration of the Step 1 Deletion 3 cassette into the M3 1-3 line was ends-in and
duplicated the attP sites. There are three possible alternative recombination events
occurring after the introduction of an attB carrying cassette and integrase.
C. Schematic representation of the M3 1-3 genome after Step II induction. Marked primers
were used for region verification. The most likely possibility, a combination of exchange 1
and 2 with inversion of the duplicated cassette took place.
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Part 3. Investigation of Aret protein isoforms and mechanisms of function
Aret is only detectable in two distinct fly organs: the gonad and the IFMs [17], [19]. Aret has a
defined function in the cytoplasm of ovaries [23] as a translational repressor and in the nuclei of
24h APF fibrillar muscles [18] as a splice factor. There are several Arrest splice isoforms of
different molecular weights (Fig. 18) that differ in their enhancer/promoter sequences and aminoterminal region, but share a common C-terminal region. mRNA-Seq data indicates that in
contrast to ovary and testis, which are reported to express specifically an isoform in the midlength range at 68 kDa [17], [19], IFM most highly expresses a short isoform with only two
RRMs predicted to be 37.7 kDa, as well as long and mid-length isoforms at lower levels (M.
Spletter and F. Schnorrer, unpublished data). The N-terminal region has been reported to mediate
Aret dimerization and interactions with binding partners [28], [29], [35], so different isoforms
may bind different partners or have different regulatory properties. Aret does not have an obvious
NLS sequence, and it is attractive to hypothesize that different Aret isoforms may have different
functions and be expressed in different tissues.
Here we performed Western Blotting to verify which Aret protein isoforms are expressed in IFM
at the protein level. Additionally, we wanted to further understand how loss of Aret leads to
defects in sarcomere growth and hypercontraction. We specifically wanted to examine if the
localization of sarcomere proteins is disrupted in Aret mutants. Informative phenotypic
experiments can be repeated in the future with isoform specific Aret alleles.

3.1 Analysis of wild-type Aret isoforms present in IFM, ovary and testis by
Western Blotting.
Aiming to identify the IFM specific Aret isoform(s), we conducted a Western Blot analysis using
available rat and rabbit anti-Bruno antibodies (provided by Anne Ephrussi). To determine the
specificity of the antibodies, we compared wild-type whole fly samples from male or female to
dissected ovary and testis or whole fly samples from the M2 23, M3 1-3 or aretQB72/aretWH53
mutant backgrounds. Unfortunately, we found that the existing polyclonal antibodies are quite
dirty. The two antibodies are generated against slightly different regions of Aret, the rat against
RRM3 and the rabbit against the entire ovarian isoform, and the specific epitopes recognized are
unknown. The most informative comparison is to the M2 deletion mutant as a negative control,
because it lacks almost 14 kb of the aret sequence, covering a large region of the C-terminus. We
were able to identify multiple non-specific bands, identified by the black boxes in Figure 19.
Despite the background, we were also able to identify several bands matching predicted Aret
isoforms.
We next wanted to detect which Aret isoforms are present in specific tissues. For that purpose,
we used whole fly extracts (male or female) as well as dissected IFM, leg, ovary and testis. We
were able to distinguish the testis isoform running approximately in the 88 kDa range and two
ovary isoforms, one running slightly higher that the testis isoform at ~ 90 kDa and the other
previously reported ovary isoform at ~ 68 kDa [19] (Fig. 19 A).
Our IFM samples ran poorly, and thus we cannot draw any conclusions about which Aret
isoforms are IFM specific. Most of the Westerns were negative (see also Supplement Figure 1)
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with only one blot (Fig 19B, indicated in red) revealing potential bands that were not observed in
the mutant samples. However, the band sizes do not coincide with those predicted for Aret
isoforms. We can concretely say that the ovary or testis isoforms were not detected in the IFM
sample, indicating that germline isoforms are tissue-specific (Fig. 19, S. Fig. 1). This experiment
needs to be repeated to detect and identify Aret isoforms in IFM.
In addition to using mutant samples as negative controls, we also wanted to determine if various
mutations result in the complete loss of Aret protein or the generation of stable truncated Aret
isoforms. We were able to identify two potential Aret bands for aret QB72/aretWH53whole fly
samples, indicating the possible presence of truncated protein. This is also supported by some
signal in the nuclei of Aret mutants observed in immunostaining of hemithoraxes (Fig. 9B).
Overall, because of the lack of specificity and the preliminary status of our Western Blot results,
we cannot yet reach any solid conclusions about Aret protein in the mutant alleles. In the future,
Western Blotting should be repeated with dissected IFM, ovary and testis from each genotype of
interest. Additionally, endogenous Aret protein fused to an epitope tag should significantly
improve the specificity and signal-to-noise detection of Aret isoforms.
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Figure 18. Schematic of Aret transcripts and corresponding protein isoforms in Drosophila.
Diagram of the Aret locus. Associated transcript isoforms generated by alternative promoters and
alternative splicing are shown. Localization of protein domains to specific exons indicated by the green,
pink and orange boxes. We refer to the isoforms by length as long (B/G/K/J/H/I), mid-length (F/E/A) and
short (D) isoforms. Transcript length and predicted protein molecular weight as indicated.
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Figure 19. Investigation of Aret isoforms by Western Blotting.
A –B. Stainings of Aret isoforms in wild-type and mutant samples with rat anti-Bruno antibody (1:1000).
Sample lables indicated above the blots. Both blots compare dissected tissue-specific samples to whole-fly
(indicated as wh) and homozygous mutant controls. Ovary and testis specific isoforms are clearly visible
and absent in mutant samples. The blot in (B) is shown in two separate panels, with the higher molecular
weight region at a low exposure and the lower molecular weight region at a high exposure, as indicated.
Background bands are marked by black boxes, prominent female isoforms by blue, male isoforms by
green, potential truncated isoforms by yellow and potential IFM-specific isoforms by red.
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3.2 The absence of Aret leads to structural rearrangement of essential
sarcomere components.
Fibrillar and tubular muscle have distinct patterns of alternatively spliced proteins, likely
contributing to the differences in their physiological properties. Among the structural genes that
are reported to be alternatively spliced are Myofilin (Mf), Troponin-T (upheld), Tropomyosin 1
(Tm1), Myosin alkali light chain (Mlc1), Myosin heavy chain (Mhc) and Projectin (bent, bt) [36],
[37]. Projectin is one of the largest Drosophila proteins. It possesses a proline-glutamic acidvaline-lysine (PEVK)-rich domain suggested to form a flexible spring-like structure. The IFM
splice variant contains a short PEVK domain only a few amino acids long that provides the high
passive resting stiffness required for stretch-activation of the IFMs [7], [38]–[40]. Myosin heavy
chain (Mhc), the motor protein that produces contractile force in muscle, is a second example of a
differentially spliced transcript that produces proteins shown to have distinct physiological force
profiles [41], [42].
Based on our hypothesis that myofibrils in arrest mutants form mini-tubes, we wanted to test if
any sarcomeric proteins are mislocalized. In particular, we wanted to see how the distributions of
Mhc tagged by weeP24-GFP and bt-HA, which are differentially localized in tubular and fibrillar
muscle, might change in the Aret mutant background. As RNAi gives the same null phenotype as
M2 and M3 and to easily test protein localization before building complicated mutant stocks, we
crossed flies carrying HA-bt and Mhc-weepGFP with aret-IR and salm-IR flies and induced
knockdown at two different developmental time points using the Mef2-GAL4 and Act88F-GAL4
drivers. Mef2-Gal4 is expressed from the myoblast stage, resulting in an early knockdown, while
Act88F-Gal4 is first expressed around 20h APF, resulting in later knockdown after IFM fate
determination.
In wild-type IFM, projectin normally localizes to the I-Z-I region, associated with the forming Zband (Fig. 20A-A```), while weeP-GFP localizes in two dots on either side of the M-line (Fig. 21
A-A```). In the case of weeP-GFP, this localization pattern is due to an isoform switch in Mhc
expression specifically in IFM where the early GFP-tagged Mhc isoform is replaced by an
untagged Mhc isoform during sarcomere maturation [42]. According to previous studies, the
absence of salm during early IFM myogenesis leads to complete tubular conversion of the muscle
[16]; thus, we expected both projectin-HA and weeP-GFP to change their localization pattern
from fibrillar to tubular in Mef2-Gal4 driven salm-IR flies (Fig. 20B-B```,Fig. 21B-B```). This is
indeed what we observed.
We then compared the localization of bt-HA and weeP-GFP in Mef2-Gal4 aret-IR flies to the
wild-type and the salm-IR patterns. We observed the same “mini-tube” phenotype we saw with
previous stainings (Fig 21 vs Fig. 8), confirming that our Aret RNAi worked. Strikingly, we
observed that the pattern of bt-HA and weeP-GFP changed in the “mini-tubes” (Fig. 20C-C```,
Fig. 21C-C```). Although bt still colocalizes with Z-disc and Mhc on the A-band, we see that bt
now forms two clearly distinguishable bands and weeP-GFP is no longer restricted to two dots.
This pattern is more similar to the pattern observed in salm-IR or in WT leg (data not shown),
supporting the mini-tubes hypothesis. Although aret-IR disrupts IFM specific splicing, mRNASeq data suggest that the Mhc isoform switch still occurs, suggesting the weeP-GFP pattern is at
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least partially due to a change in how Mhc is incorporated into the sarcomere. The bt-HA allele
tags all bt isoforms, regardless of splicing alterations.
We next analyzed bt-HA and weeP-GFP localization in Act88F-Gal4 driven RNAi flies. As the
Act88F-Gal4 salm-IR phenotype has not been reported, we first characterized this phenotype.
The phenotype of salm-IR driven by Act88F is considerably less severe than the one induced by
the Mef2-GAL4 driver. Namely, the IFMs of 88F>>salm-IR flies did not convert into tubular
muscle. Thus, it seems likely that initial induction of the Salm transcription factor from 0-24h
APF appears sufficient to initiate the IFM fate. It should be noted that there may be perdurance of
the Salm protein in 88F>>salm-IR flies, resulting in a hypomorphic phenotype. Regardless, it is
clear there is a late function for salm during sarcomere maturation based on the phenotype (or
hypomorphic phenotype) observed in this experiment. Sarcomeres were disorganized and thinner
than wild-type, and blobs of actin accumulated at the Z-line (i.e. so-called Zebra-bodies) (Fig.
22B-B```, Fig. 23 B-B```). This suggests that Salm regulates gene expression contributing to
sarcomere growth and maturation in addition to its early function regulating the IFM fate.
Regarding projectin and Mhc distribution, we could not resolve the bt localization due to poor
staining. However, the localization of weeP-GFP in Act88F>>salm-IR flies is identical to wt
patterns seen in the w- controls, suggesting that late salm knockdown is insufficient to change the
localization pattern of sarcomere components.
Finally, we examined localization of bt-HA and weeP-GFP in Act88F driven aret-IR. Similarly
to Salm, initial Aret induction occurs in Act88F>>aret-IR flies, presumably allowing the
sarcomeres to initiate normal growth. However, by 90h APF the phenotype of Act88F>>aret-IR
flies is indistinguishable from Mef2-Gal4 driving RNAi or mutant lines. Sarcomeres are too
short, the myofibrils appear to fuse forming “mini-tubes” and hypercontraction is observed in 1d
adults. This suggests that the aret hairpin is very efficient, and that the main function of Aret
occurs during later stages of sarcomere growth and maturation. It may also imply that Aret
protein is turned-over reasonably quickly. In aret-IR flies, bt-HA appears in the form of a double
band on the both sides of a Z-disc (Fig. 22C-C```), rather than a single band axis observed in the
wild-type control (Fig. 20A-A```). Interestingly, the bt-HA pattern in wild-type leg muscles is
also two stripes located on the border of the A band (Fig. 22D-D```). Similarly, weeP-GFP
localization also changes in aret-IR flies (Fig. 23C-C```) showing a tubular-like pattern spanning
the entire sarcomere instead of two localized dots flanking the M-line. Also, note that weeP-GFP
is aligned in “mini-tube” regions, instead of displaying a non-laterally aligned wild-type IFM
fibril pattern. These results need to be repeated in the homozygous mutant M2, M3 and M4 lines,
but they may serve as an indication that the localization patterns of essential sarcomeric proteins
partially switches from fibrillar to tubular in the absence of Aret. This is an exciting and novel
finding, suggesting there may be a fundamental difference in the construction of fibrillar and
tubular sarcomeres, in particular regarding the processes of lateral alignment and myofibril
fusion.
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Figure 20. Projectin/bt-HA localization in Mef2-GAL4 driven RNAi lines at 90h APF.
Wild type (A-A```), salm-IR (B-B```) and Aret-IR (C-C```).In WT, projectin-HA is observed as a
single band at the Z. In salm-IR, two bands localized adjacent to each Z-line are visible. Aret-IR
shows two clear projectin-HA bands at each Z-line, suggesting a more-tubular localization. Scale
bars are 5 um.
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Figure 21. Mhc (weeP-GFP) localization in Mef2-GAL4 driven RNAi lines at 90h APF.
Wild type (A-A```), salm-IR (B-B```) and Aret-IR (C-C```) are present. In WT, weep-GFP is
observed as two dots on either side of M-line. In salm-IR, Mhc is no longer restricted to two dots and
is similar to localization in WT legs (data not shown). Aret-IR shows the “mini-tubes” distribution,
similar to one observed in salm-IR. Scale bars are 5 um.
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Figure 22. Projectin/bt-HA localization in Act88F-GAL4 driven RNAi lines at 90h APF.
Wild type (A-A```), salm-IR (B-B```), Aret-IR (C-C```) and tubular leg muscle (D-D```).The btHA11 fly line
expresses the HA::bt endogenously (D-D```, photo credits to Wouter Koolhaas and Chris Barz.
Act88F>>salm-IR leads to a possible hypermorphic phenotype characterized by thin myofibrils and actin
accumulations (Zebra bodies) at the Z-line, while localization of bt has not been changed. In aret-IR, bt
appears in form of double band on both sides of Z-disc, that is similar to bt destitution in WT leg (D-D```).
Scale bars are 5 um.
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Figure 23. Mhc (weeP-GFP) localization in Act88F-GAL4 driven RNAi lines at 90 h APF.
Wild type (A-A```), salm-IR (B-B```) and Aret-IR (C-C```). Summary of localization patterns. Note
that Act88F-Gal4>>aret-IR phenocopies Mef2-Gal4>>aret-IR and mutants, while Act88F>>salm-IR
leads to a possible hypermorphic phenotype characterized by thin myofibrils and actin accumulations
(Zebra bodies) at the Z-line. Scale bars are 5 um.
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Discussion
Alternative splicing (AS) is an important process that likely contributes to the specification of
many tissues, in particular muscle. AS leads to unique tissue-specific patterns of protein isoform
expression, presumably with distinct biological functions. As such, it serves as an important
mechanism to increase genetic complexity by generating multiple transcripts from a single gene.
Muscle was one of the first tissues in which alternative splicing was observed and characterized.
AS has been shown to play an important developmental role in vertebrate heart muscle, with
MBNL family members driving embryonic splicing patterns and a shift to CELF family members
driving mature splicing patterns in adult muscle [43], [44]. This transition in splicing is also
important, as loss of function of either MBNL or CELF leads to heart defects [24].AS also
influences the specification of contractile protein genes in both flies and mammals, instructing
the physiological and biophysical differences between fiber-types. In addition to the CELF
(CUGBP and ETR3 like) and MBNL (muscleblind-like) families of regulatory RNA-binding
proteins (RBP), members of the polypyrimidine tract binding proteins (PTB or PTBp1) [45],
hnRNP H [46] and FOX [47] families have been shown to be involved in the regulation of
muscle-specific AS events [48].
In the present study, we focused on the Drosophila CELF homolog Aret, which is essential for
indirect flight muscles specific alternative splicing. Aret initially localizes in both the cytoplasm
and nucleus of growing myofibers and is required for sarcomere growth happening after 48 h
APF [18]. By 72h APF, Aret has translocated almost completely to the myofiber nuclei, where it
contributes to myofibril maturation and the proper regulation of myosin function [17], [18]. In
this thesis, I first confirmed several new deletion alleles in Aret, including lines M2, M3 and M4.
I show that these alleles phenocopy existing Aret mutants and Mef2-Gal4 driven RNAi. I then
introduce an RMCE-based strategy to epitope-tag the endogenous Aret protein. I constructed the
RMCE-based flies, introducing both an HA and a V5 epitope tag C-terminally on the Aret
protein. Finally, I perform a more detailed analysis of Aret function and phenotype, including
Western Blotting and sarcomere structural marker characterization. In addition to contributing
new tools to study the mechanism of Aret function, my data suggests several interesting
directions for further study of Aret isoform function, Aret protein domain function and Aret
function during muscle development.
The main goal of this master’s thesis was to design and implement an RMCE-based strategy to
epitope-tag the endogenous Aret protein. This will facilitate both studies of endogenous protein
localization by immunofluorescence as well as multiple biochemical approaches. The
identification of Aret IFM-specific isoforms, interacting partners and binding sites on target
RNAs are all feasible with epitope-tagged protein. In addition to the highly specific identification
of Aret on Western Blot, the tag will enable the use of advanced biochemical techniques such as
IP-mass spectrometry, RIP-Seq, etc.
Like many RNA binding proteins, the Aret protein binding sites in mRNA lack a tight consensus
sequence. Oskar mRNA contains several BRE (Bruno response elements) in the 5’ UTR that are
recognized by the Aret protein, leading to translation repression. However, in vitro assays
showed that Arrest binds to the 3' UTRs of several additional regulatory targets, including the
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gurken (grk), cyclin A (cycA), Sex lethal (Sxl) and germ cell-less (gcl) mRNAs, for which no
specific Bruno binding sites were specified [34]. These targets were all identified in the context
of translation repression, and it is completely unknown what sequences Aret binds to regulate
AS. Thus it will be essential to perform RIP-Seq or CLiP with the epitope-tagged alleles to
identify the Aret target binding sequences in mRNA in vivo in IFM.
It does seem clear that Aret interacts with a number of sequences depending on temporal and
tissue context. This suggests that Aret may interact with binding partners that confer temporal or
tissue-specific binding preferences. This is also suggested by the lack of overlap in the AS exons
that are regulated by Aret at 30h, 72h and in 1d adults [18]. Aret interaction partners in IFM
remain to be identified. This will be greatly facilitated by an epitope-tagged Aret allele that will
allow for IP-mass spec from endogenous, in vivo tissues. It may also be possible to identify
interaction partners via a candidate approach. For example, muscleblind (Mbl) is one candidate
that has been suggested as a potential partner by co-localization analysis and observation of
genetic interaction [17], [49].
As a first RMCE approach, we chose to integrate the epitope tag on the C-terminus of the Aret
protein. This has the advantage of tagging all possible Aret isoforms, as they share the same stop
codon. However, there is a concern that the tag location on the C-terminal end of RRM3 may
prevent the protein from folding correctly, despite the addition of a linker sequence. Thus, we
examined other possible locations for tag insertion based on available sequencing data. One
possibility would be an N-terminal location upstream of RRM1, but this location does not target
all aret isoforms. Two other options are upstream or downstream of RMM2. Taking into
consideration previous studies showing the importance of the divergent domain in protein-protein
interactions [50], it would be strategic to avoid adding the tag downstream of RRM2 near the
divergent domain. Our back-up tag location is thus in a non-conserved region upstream of
RRM2. The decision about the epitope-tag location is also complex because the influence of
intronic sequence on aret transcription is not known. Replacement of native intron-exon sequence
with cDNA may provide essential information on this matter, for example replacing the sequence
deleted in M1 or M2 with a cDNA by RMCE.
Most of the Aret isoforms, with an exception of isoform D, contain three RRM domains,
organized similarly to the CUG-BP1 protein and other RRM protein families [19], [23], [34].
RRM domains typically bind single stranded RNA, although there are examples of members that
can bind single stranded DNA or proteins [51]. The RRM domain itself consists of four antiparallel beta strands and two alpha helices, arranged in an alpha/beta sandwich [52]. Interactions
between the core RRMs and RNA typically span up to four nucleotides, providing only limited
specificity in binding [53]. Many RRMs rely on additional structural features to expand the RNA
binding surface and increase specificity and affinity. Another notable feature on the common
portion of the protein is the divergent domain that separates RRM2 and RRM3, potentially
serving as a platform for binding of other factors resulting in functional divergence of Aret [54].
The presence of multiple RRMs in Aret raises questions about the contribution of individual
RRMs to RNA binding and the differences in the requirements for RRMs in translation
repression versus AS. Webster et. al. showed that RRM3 along with a short stretch of upstream
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sequence is sufficient for the specific binding of the BREs (Bruno response elements) on Oskar
mRNA in vitro [19]. The amino-terminal domain also proved to be essential for Aret
dimerization and for facilitating several specific functions including Cup binding and transcript
repression [28], [34]. However, there is no information on the function of individual domains or
on domain specificity during alternative splicing in IFMs. It remains to be tested whether each
RRM sequence per se is required for AS target identification or whether it is the complete protein
fold provided by the presence of all three RRM domains. The Step 1 alleles characterized are
essential to answering these questions, as they allow generation of point mutant or deletion alleles
affecting specific RRMs or other Aret domains, such us the divergent domain. One particularly
interesting experiment that would give insight into complementarity and specificity of RRM
domains is the substitution of RRM2 and RRM3 domains by RRM1 by a RMCE-based strategy
applied to the Step I M1 line.
The aret gene is located on the left arm of the second chromosome and codes for several protein
isoforms (Fig. 18). Two transcripts have been found in ovaries and one in testis by Northern Blot
analysis [19]. Moreover, Oas et. al. have suggested that the RA isoform is more likely a flight
muscle-specific one. Nevertheless, there are still no clear evidence of what isoforms are required
for annotated cytoplasmic and nuclear functions and if those isoforms can substitute for each
other's activity. Specific isoforms are known to be expressed exclusively in the germline [19],
however limited information is available on the isoform-specific expression in IFM and on the
function of specific isoforms. By Western Blot analysis, we identified two female-specific ovary
isoforms of ~ 90 kDa (long) and of ~60 kDa (mid-length) that are not found in other tissues or in
male samples. Analogously, we observed one male-specific testis isoform of ~88 kDa (long). We
were unable to confirm an IFM-specific isoform by Western Blot due to the preliminary nature of
these experiments in this thesis. However, mRNA-Seq data suggests strong expression of the
short isoform in IFMs, as well as lower expression of mid-length and long isoforms (M. Spletter
and F. Schnorrer, unpublished data).The identification of the IFM-specific isoforms on the
protein level remains a priority for future experiments.
Our phenotypic characterization of Step I Aret mutants also suggests that different Aret isoforms
may play different functional roles in IFM. The Step I mutants we were able to characterize either
affect all isoforms through the terminal RRM2/RRM3 domains (M2 and M3) or only a subset of
mid-length isoforms by targeting a specific N-terminal regulatory region (M4). In M2 and M3,
we showed that Aret protein is completely absent from IFM nuclei by immunostaining. We find
that M2 and M3 phenocopy older Aret alleles and Mef2-Gal4 driven Aret-RNAi [18]. The mutant
sarcomeres were ~2.09 μm in length at 90 h APF (Fig. 11, Table 3), a size corresponding to the
length of wild-type sarcomeres at 48 h APF. We also observed a tendency of IFM myofibrils to
fuse together and form a "mini-tube" pattern in M2 and M3 (Fig. 8D-E, 9C-E), which was also
observed in RNAi experiments and with other Aret alleles. Interestingly, we also observe a
change in the localization of projectin and Mhc in M2 and M3 (Fig. 22, 23), suggesting that the
sarcomere organization in these lines may be more similar to that normally observed in tubular
muscle. This is an interesting observation, as IFMs develop relatively normally until 48h APF,
and the absence of Aret does not lead to a complete IFM conversion into tubular muscle. There
may be some IFM-specific maturation processes controlled by Aret targets that are disrupted in
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M2 and M3, leading to a more tubular muscle pattern of sarcomere protein incorporation. Further
experiments are required to test this hypothesis.
In the case of the M4 mutant which targets presumably only mid-length Aret isoforms, and in
contrast to the M2 and M3 alleles, aret signal was detectable in the nuclei of the IFMs (Fig. 8G)
by immunostaining. Additionally, the fiber and myofibril phenotype were less severe at 90h APF
than those observed in M2 and M3, as myofibrils were separately aligned, hosting longer
sarcomers and showed no sign of “mini-tube” formation. Based on sarcomere measurement data,
it seems that sarcomeres grow decently until 72h APF (Fig. 11; Table 5), implying the presence
of a functional Aret isoform or isoforms sufficient to induce initial fibrillar-specific splice
patterns, but failing to support the final stages of sarcomere growth and maturation. We
hypothesize that either the short isoform D, which is downstream of the domain targeted by Step
I cassette integration, or longer isoforms that skip the deleted region, may still be present in M4.
These isoforms either compensate for the missing isoforms or normally perform a subset of the
AS regulation seen in wild-type. It will be interesting to further characterize the M4 allele and
perform mRNA-Seq to see how the AS landscape differs from WT and from other Aret alleles.
To understand the role of individual Aret isoforms in IFM development, we need to identify
which Aret isoforms are present in Step I M4 mutants, either by Western Blot or by RT-PCR.
Potentially interesting results could be obtained from characterizing M5 mutants that possess a
deletion similar to M4. If phenotypes of the M5 line match those observed in M4, it would allow
us to confirm our observation and match function to a specific Aret isoform. Altogether, the
repeat of Western Blot analysis on wild-type, M4 and M5 mutants is essential to identify the
native IFM-specific aret isoforms and the isoforms present in the mutants. Eventually, this may
allow us to identify the different aret isoforms present in fibrillar muscle and their specific
functions during sarcomerogenesis.
An important challenge to understand how different muscle types develop is the generation of a
complete network of both transcriptional and splicing regulators involved in the process.
Research in model organisms, such as flies, provides an important complement to vertebrate
studies. It has been suggested that isoform switching is a basic principle of muscle fiber-type
specification in both vertebrates and Drosophila [4]. Similarly to IFMs and leg muscles in the fly,
alternative splicing in the vertebrate heart is very distinct to that observed in skeletal muscles.
Notably, heart muscle shares common features with insect flight muscle. This indicates that the
function of CELF family members in muscle development may be evolutionarily conserved and
implies that the data obtained from Drosophila studies may be correlated to processes during
mammalian muscle morphogenesis.
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Materials & Methods
Fly work and flight tests
All fly work was performed at 25 0C on standard medium. All fly stocks used in this study are
listed in Supplementary Information (Table 1). For the crosses, only virgin females were selected.
Step I flies were maintained in AretMx/CyO stable stocks.
Flight tests were performed in a flight chamber as previously described [55]. In brief, a 1m
cylinder was divided into 5 regions. Flies released from the top of the cylinder were scored for
which zone they landed in. The bottom 2 zones indicate flightlessness, while the upper zones
indicate flight capability. Flight tests were performed with a minimum of 10 and maximum of
100 flies per test. Tests were performed with males of the desired genotype, selected on CO2
anethesia and recovered for at least 24 hours at 25 0C.
Cloning and verification experiments
For verification of Step I Deletion flies, genomic DNA was extracted from homozygous mutants
by a simple fly genomic DNA preparation with the use of Buffer A (0.1M Tris, 0.1 M EDTA, 1%
SDS) and 5M KoAc (pH 4.8) [56]. All primers used for verification and cloning approaches, as
well as linker-HA and linker-V5 tag oligos, are listed in Supplementary Information and were
ordered from Eurofins Genomics. Primers were designed in the IDT OligoAnlayzer Tool
(http://eu.idtdna.com/calc/analyzer). Gel purification was done with the MinElute Gel Extraction
kit from Qiagen. Purified DNA was sent for sequencing using the premixed Mix2Seq Kit
(Eurofins Genomics). Sequence prediction and verification was done with SeqMan and
SeqBuilderSoftwares (version: 8.1.2) by Lasergene.
The following Restriction Enzymes were used in the cloning approach: HindIII, XbaI, BsmBI,
BsaI, BstBI, NotI (all from NEB). Additionally, T4 polynucleotide kinase, DNA polymerase I
(Klenow) Fragment and Antarctic Phosphatase (all from NEB) were used to enable the 3-piece
ligation. Full-length inserts were cloned into pBS-KS-attb1-2-PT-SA-SD-1 [26] receiving vector,
while intermediate pieces were cloned into pJet1.2 (CloneJet PCR Cloning Kit by Thermo
Scientific). The integrity of the constructs was verified by RE digest by XhoI and ScaI enzymes
(NEB). Plasmids were transformed into DH5alpha competent cells (provided by Sandra Lemke
and WouterKoolhas) using a standard transformation protocol [57]. To obtain the necessary high
concentration and pureness for injections, Step II constructs were purified using the Invitrogen
PureLink Kit.
Immunostainings
Immunostainings were performed using standard protocols [58]. Briefly, to stain IFMs, fly
thoraxes were dissected from 90 h APF pupae and 1-day adults. Thoraxes were fixed in 0.5%
PBS-Triton containing 4% PFA for 20-30 min. at RT, washed in 0.5% PBS-Triton and cut
sagittally with a razor blade. Blocking was performed in 5% NGS in 0.5% PBS Triton for at least
1 hour at RT. Primary antibodies were used at the following dilutions: rabbit anti-bruno (1:200)
provided by Anna Ephrussi, rat anti-kettin (1:50) from Babraham Institute , mouse anti-GFP
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(1:1000) by Roche, mouse anti-HA (1:1000) by HISS Diagnostics. Secondary antibodies (Life
Technologies), all used at 1:500, included Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 488 goat
anti-mouse, Alexa Fluor 633 goat anti-rat, Rhodamine-Phalloidin. Samples were mounted in
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) containing DAPI for DNA staining. Slides were imaged on a
Zeiss 780 laser scanning confocal microscope using 10x and 100x objectives. Images were
processed using Fiji (Image J). Sarcomere length and width was quantified based on phalloidin
staining in Fiji using software written by Giovanni Cardone. Sarcomere length was estimated
using a Fourier transform to ascertain the length of the repeat along the myofibril, while width
was estimated using an auto-correlation function across multiple myofibrils. Significance was
evaluated with ANOVA using GraphPad Prism software.
Western Blotting
Drosophila tissues were dissected manually as described [58], [59] in cold PBS containing 0.1%
Triton. The samples were lysed in the presence of 6xSDS buffer at 950C for 5 minutes and were
subsequently diluted to 2xSDS for loading on the gel. Each well contained the amount of sample
estimated to correspond to 0.5 fly. We used ready-made 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel with MOPS
Running Buffer (Sigma-Aldrich), run for 45 minutes at 180 Volts/mA. The nitrocellulose
membrane was activated by a 1 min. incubation in MeOH prior to blotting. Blotting was
performed in precooled 1x Blotting Buffer (1.92 M Glycine, 250 mM Tris in 1L d2H2O) for 1
hour at 4 0C. Subsequent membrane washes were performed in 1xPBS containing 0.1% Tween.
As primary antibodies, we have used rabbit anti-Bruno (1:1000) and rat anti-Bruno (1:1000), both
generously provided by Anne Ephrussi. Secondary antibodies against rat (by Sigma-Aldrich) and
rabbit (by Jackson) were applied in 1:10,000 ratio. Membranes were developed with the
chemillumiscent kit from MilliPore. Chemilluminescence was detected on a LAS 4000 machine,
with 10 sec exposure interval time.
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Supplement Materials

Table 1. Fly stocks used in the study.
The source of flies and their genotypes are indicated.
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Primer
name

Primers for Step
II Constructs
verification

MS 262L
MS 262R
MS 264L
MS 264R
MS 263L
MS 263R
MS 265L
MS 265R
MS 266L
MS 266R
MS 267L
MS 267R
MS 268L
MS 268R
MS 286
MS 287
MS 288
MS 292
MS 293
MS 294
MS 295
MS 309
MS 297
MS 304
MS 307
MS 308
MS 312
MS 313
MS 322
MS 323
MS 299
MS 317

Comments
On HN-N1 HA
On HN-N1 HA
On HN-N2 HA
On HN-N2 HA
On HN-C1 HA
On HN-C1 HA
On HC-N1 HA
On HC-N1 HA
On HC-C2 HA
On HC-C2 HA
On HC-C1 HA
On HC-C1 HA
On HC-N2 HA
On HC-N2 HA
On DsRed cassette
On DsRed cassette
On HC-N1 HA
Step I Constructs 1,2 L-HA
Step I Constructs 3 L-HA
Step I Constructs 4 L-HA
Step I Constructs 5 L-HA
Step I Constructs 1,3 R-HA
Step I Constructs 2 R-HA
Step I Constructs 4,5 R-HA
On HC-N2 HA
On HC-C2 HA
On HC-C1 HA
On HC-N1
On HN-C1 HA
On HN-N2 HA
Step II. ExRight-5'. BsmBI RE site
Step II. ExRight-3'. BsmBI RE site.

MS 314
MS 315

atcaaaacatcgctccttgg
cttcatttgtcgaaggagcc
cctagtgattgcccacgatt
aatcgacttctacgagtgtcca
ggaatggaaatctctgcgagt
ctgaccccctaaccttcaca
gtgtgtgtgtgggtttttgc
tggtcgccttttatagagaga
tgttttatgatttggcggaa
acgccgctaaattgtttgtc
tgcgatttgtaaaggaaacg
gcaaatcgcaagtttagcaa
tttgcggattccaagaagtt
ctgtcaacgtcactggcaat
gactagttgatcataatcagcca
ccacaaggccctgaagctga
atgctgatggcgggtattta
gcacttgcagtttgcgataa
cgcacactgaaaaattccaa
gtggaaggacgaaagcagag
tgcgtgaaacctgaagaatg
tggcttgtttcgttggctcctc
gaatctcgccagaaccaaga
ccgaccccgagaaaataacgccc
cacaaaacaggagaaaggg
tattcgggaaggatgctgc
ttctcgctgtttactgcc
actcgataactaattggcagg
cgactgccgctgacaggt
tgttaatacgccctgctaacc
attcgtctcatagaggccaccatcggcggcaaggtt
actcgtctcgagctgcattcgattgcatgatcaatga
gccgcttatcgtatg
atggtctcactagtaatttgcacgaaaagtgcaacc
gc
gcccgagccacccgatcctccgtagggcttcgagtc
cttg
gtaggatcctccggatcctccgtagggcttcgagtcc
ttgg
atggtctcttctacgtgcta
atggtctcttctatcctgca
cggcaaggttaaacggac
aatgagccgcttatcgtatgc

MS 320

agtcgttaaagattggg

Step II. ExRight. Cover BstBI RE site

MS 324

ggtctcatctagtagggcttcgagtccttg

Step II. ExLeft-3` BsaI RE site

MS 301
MS 302

Primers for Step
II constructs
design

Primer Sequecne

MS 303
MS 305

Step II. ExLeft-5' BsaI RE site
Step II. ExLeft-V5 tag overhang
Step II. ExLeft-HA tag overhang
Step II. 3`V5 tag. BsaI RE site
Step II. 3`HA tag. BsaI RE site
Step II. ExRight-5'. No overhangs
Step II. ExRight-3'. No overhangs

Table 2. Summary of the primers used for verification of Step I mutants and for the cloning of Step II constructs.
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Figure 1. . Investigation of Aret isoforms by Western Blotting.
Staining of Aret isoforms in wild-type and mutant samples with rabbit anti-Bruno antibody
(1:1000). Sample lables indicated above the blot. Blot compares dissected tissue-specific samples to
whole-fly (indicated as wh) and homozygous mutant controls. Ovary and testis specific isoforms
are clearly visible and absent in mutant samples. Background bands are marked by black boxes,
prominent female isoforms by blue, male isoforms by green, potential truncated isoforms by
yellow.
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